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Here you can find the menu of Hawaiian Drive Inn in Hayward. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Hawaiian Drive Inn:
I didn't have a Hawaiian bbq in a 'cause, and I wasn't sure how good it would be, that it was a little bit bit off. I

woke up. best chicken catsu, best Katsu sauce, great mac. linked to another place in the east bay from the park.
the people were very nice. a big plus had many Hawaiian sun-snake to choose. great price and the portions are

huge. I'd like to come back. I will try spam musubi and her bbq mixing plate ne... read more. The diner is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about

Hawaiian Drive Inn:
I guess when I go onto a Hawaiian food place, I should order Hawaiian. I ordered Lemon Chicken. I expected the
chicken to be crispy lemony carmelized pieces. Instead I got uniform fried pieces with a thin lemon sauce on the

side. Boring. The sides were very good. I will be back for the Hawaian. read more. At Hawaiian Drive Inn in
Hayward, juicy barbecue is freshly prepared on an open flame and garnished with flavorful sides, Inthemorning a

versatile brunch is offered here.
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P�z�
PIZZA HAWAII

Mai� course�
RIBS

�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Appet�er
GARLIC SHRIMP

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

Salad�
SALAD

MACARONI SALAD

Chicke�
GRILLED CHICKEN

CHICKEN KATSU

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

TUNA STEAK

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SHRIMP

GARLIC

TERIYAKI

TRAVEL

BROCCOLI
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